
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL JAMMU 

                                             SESSION: 2021-2022 

                                               ASSIGNMENT-1  

                                                Month-  April 

                                             Date:25 April 2021 

 

Class-VIII                         Subject-English                         Marks-20                                               

                                                                     
 Topics:  

        Writing – Email 

        Grammar- Jumbled Sentences and Punctuation 

 MCB - This is Jody’s Fawn & The Ant & The Cricket  

Literature Reader- Children of the Rainbow & Golden Moments 

 

Based on your understanding of E- Lecture cum PPT’s and other e- resources 

shared with you,  Answer the following questions: 
 

                                                                  WRITING 

 Q1: You are Chetan/Drishti, a student of a reputed school. Send an e-mail to the Tutorial 

Head of the secondary wing of your school requesting him/her to arrange a workshop on 

‘School Safety’ for the students of your school.                                                                                                    

                                                                                                        (4Marks)   

         

                                           GRAMMAR 

                                                      

Q2: Arrange the words in the correct order to form meaningful  sentences.       

                                                                                                        (4 Marks) 

         1. dog/ Rahul/ with/ his/ pet/ playing /enjoys. 

         2. to/ the/ company/ goods/ Vietnam/ exports. 

         3.was/ performance/ impressed/ with/ quite/ his/ I. 

        4. the/ please/ not/ do/ on/ grass/ step. 

 

Q3: Use appropriate punctuation marks in the following sentences.                  

                                                                                                                 (4 Marks) 

           1.We had a great time in France  the kids really enjoyed it 

           2. Some people work best in the mornings others do better in the evenings 

           3. What are you doing next weekend 

.          4.The girls father sat in a corner 

                                                LITERATURE 

Q4:  Answer the following questions:                                         (4 Marks)                                      

a) What was Grammy proud of? 

b) What happened on the day of the ceremony? 

 

Q5: Read the extract and answer the following questions.        (2 Marks) 



         "Not a crumb to be found 

On the snow-covered ground; 

Not a flower could he see, Not a leaf on a tree:” 

                  1.What is the rhyme-scheme of the given extract? 

                2.Who is ‘he’ in the given extract? 

                                          OR 

Read the extract and answer the questions that follow.        

       "I’m glad you found him." 

             1.Who says this and to whom? 

            2.Why is the speaker glad? 

  

Q6. Value Based Question                                                          (2 Marks)     

       Why did you think Jody’s father allowed Jody to bring the fawn home? 

 

         

 E-mail of Teachers: 

Class VIII- A & C        Ms. Tanzeel       tanzeel7392@gmail.com 

Class-VIII-B                Ms. Monika        monikasharma54258@gmail.com 

Class VIII- D,E            Ms. Maheen       maheen.tabassum@gmail.com 

Class VIII- F,G &H     Ms. Anchal       anchalshaarav@gmail.com(7298105792) 

Class VIII –I,J & K      Ms.Anand          aranand1290@gmail.com 

 

 NOTE: 

1. Due Date of Submission:28 April,2021 

2. Students must mention their name, class/section and date in their assignments. 

3. Your assignment will be marked for Internal/Term assessments. Therefore, it 

     is necessary for you to submit it on time. 

4. Your assignment must be submitted on time to your concerned subject    

     teachers according to their instructions. (E-mail / whatsapp) 
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